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The following experimental projects were initiated (a) Reexamination of the activit
of neurons of cerebellar cortex during two-tone differential conditioning (Dr. Iwona
Zurawska). (b) A recording study of the medial geniculate neurons during two-tone
differential trace conditioning (Dr. Kevin O'Connor). (c) A recording study of
pontine nucleus neurons during two-tone differential conditioning (Michael Hirl).
(d) Anatomical experiments using WGA-HRP designed to clarify red nucleus innerva-
tion of the cerebellum (Marcy Rosenfield). (e) A behavioral experiment designed to
assess attenuated latent inhibition by "flagging", a phenomenon of potential impor-
tance for connectionist learning theories (Peter Underdown). In addition to the
experimental work, my current team and I have initated a major upgrading of experi-
mental facilities.
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Dr. Geneviere Haddad, Ph. D., Program Manager RA
Biological and Theoretical Studies of Adaptive Networks: The Conditioned Response

Dr John W Moore (331-30-9491), Principal Investigator

Departments of Psychology and Computer and Information Science
Unversity of Massachusetts, Amherst 01003
Telephone 413-545-0569; FAX 413-545-0996

I. Summary

Investigations of adaptive neural networks were conducted using the classically conditioned nic-
titating membrane reponse (NMR) of rabbit, a widely used model system for studies of learning.
Our work this past year involved neurobiological, behavioral, and theoretical approaches. The
following experimental projects were initiated: (a) Reexamination of the activity of neurons of
cerebellar cortex during two-tone differential conditioning (Dr. Iwona Zurawska). (b) A recording
study of the medial geniculate neurons during two-tone differential trace conditioning (Dr. Kevin
O'Connor). (c) A recording study of pontine nucleus neurons during two-tone differential condition-
ing (Michael Hirl). (d) Anatomical experiments using WGA-HRP designed to clarify red nucleus
innervation of the cerebellum (Marcy Rosenfield). (e) A behavioral experiment designed to assess
attenuated latent inhibition by "flagging", a phenomenon of potential importance for connectionist
learning theories (Peter Underdown).

In addition to the experimental work, my current team and I have initated a major upgrading of
experimental facilities. Basically, we now have three laboratories for single-unit recording in awake,
behaving animals. Another laboratory contains two computer-controlled setups for doing behavioral
experiments (i.e., no neuronal recording involved). All of these laboratories are based on technology
of the 1970s. They are all based on 8-bit Apple II computers or their equivalent. These computers
must be programmed in assembly language and consequently lack flexibilty and power for real-
time control, data acquisition, and data manipulation. My current National Science Foundation
grant (BNS 88-10624) has provided funds for developing new state-of-the-art laboratories based
on the Intel 386 family of 32-bit microprocessors (e.g., as in BrainwaveTM workstations). One
prototype system is presently being assembled and evaluated, and we hope to eventually replace
all five laboratory computers.

This past year we submitted for publication several papers based on previous work. These
papers were co-authored by me and members of my group who have moved on to other positions.
All of these papers have either appeared during the past year or are "in press."
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II. Research Objectives

The general objectives for the reporting period were the same as those stated in previous reports
going back to those submitted in connection with AFOSR Grants 83-0215 and 86-0182. These
goals and our approaches to them remain unchanged, so only a brief summary is presented here.
Basically, we use the classically conditioned eye blink (nictitating membrane response-NMR) as a
model system for theoretically oriented behavioral studies of learning. The theoretical orientation
derives from connectionist algorithms used by our colleagues in computer science. These algorithms
or models are real-time versions of the Widrow-Hoff "delta" learning rule. The specific models we
have developed are closely related to models of Sutton and Barto.

III. Status of Research

The easiest way to describe the status of the research is to summarize the main research efforts
of each individual working in my laboratory and under my general direction.

1. Dr. Iwona Zurawska, Ph. D.

Dr. Zurawska joined my group in mid-July 1990 after an eight-month postdoctoral stint at the
University of Rochester. She returned to Poland in May in order to take a teaching position in the
Department of Physiology of the Medical Academy of Bydgoszcz. While here, she conducted a study
of neuronal activity of cerebellar cortex in rabbits trained in a two-tone differential conditioning
task (which has been a standard protocol for several published reports from my laboratory dating
from 1986). We were especially interested in lobulus simplex (HVI of Larsell) because this region
of cerebellar cortex is essential for robust conditioned responding. She recorded from 160 cells,
with 115 confirmed histologically in HVI. Of these, 59 showed activity related to conditioned
responding. Surprizingly, 40 cells modulated their activity in relation to all three trial events: the
conditioned stimuli, the conditioned response, and the unconditioned stimulus. Neurons with these
characteristics are candidate loci for learning through Hebbian convergence of inputs. Eighteen
of these cells are confirmed Purkinje cells because of the presence of both simple and complex
spikes. Further histological and statistical analyses are planned in order to classify various cell
types (Purkinje, granule, Golgi, basket).

2. Dr. Kevin O'Connor, Ph. D.

Dr. O'Covnor's study of MGN neuronal activity during trace conditioning is only in it's pre-
liminary stages. Unlike Dr. Zurawsks, who was trained and experienced in electrophysiological
recording from awake animals, his doctoral training was in animal behavior and cognitive psychol-
ogy. During the past year he has learned surgical techniques, histology, microscopy, in addition
to responsibilities which include maintenance of our local computer network and the design and
assembly of laboratory components. Nevertheless, he has accummulated enough recording data to
confirm published accounts (dating from the mid-1970s) of the the activity of MGN neurons during
classical conditioning. This experimental literature indicates that a typical MGN cell responds to
a reinforced conditioned stimulus (CS+) with a short-latency and short-duration increase in firing,
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Figure 1. Raster plot and cell spike histogram on CS+ (600-Hz) and CS- (1200-Hz) trials. The
vertical line marked "CS" indicates CS onset. The vertical line marked "US" indicates US onset.
The top traces are the NMRs for each trial arranged in order of increasing onset latency. The middle
sections are raster plots of the cell's spike activity arranged in the same order as the NMR traces.
The bottom sections are histograms (spikes/sec) combined across trials for discrete intervals. CS
duration is indicated by the horizontal lines under the histograms. Further details are in the text.

as illustrated in the accompanying figures. O'Connor is recording from neurons during trace con-
ditioning. We are especially interested in whether MGN cells respond to the offset as well as the
onset of the conditioned stimuli. This question is important for computational models of learning,
particularly the tapped delay-line model of adaptive timing (VET model) described by Desmond
and Moore in a series of articles in Biological Cybernetics and in chapters, e.g., "Implementing
Connectionist Algorithms for Classical Conditioning in the Brain," which accompanies this report.
Figure I summarizes data from an MGN neuron. This cell is interesting because it suggests that
conditioned stimulus offset as well as onset triggers a burst of firing. This is consistent with the
VET model.

3. Michael Hirl

Michael Hiri has just completed his first year of graduate studies in our Neuroscience and Behav-
ior doctoral program. (He received grades of A in all of his course work: biochemistry, physiological
psychology, psychopharmacology, neurobiology. In addition, he served as a teaching assistant.) His
recording study of pontine nuclei is in its initial stages. Pontine nuclei contain neurons that project
mossy fibers to cerebellar cortex. The activity of these cells during conditioned responding should
tell us how information from conditioned stimuli is represented enroute to putative learning sites
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Figure 2. Raster plot and cell spike histogram for CS+ (1200-Hz) and CS- (600-Hz) trials. See
Figure 1 caption and text for further details

in the cerebellum. As explained in the accompanying chapter, "Implementing Connectionist Algo-
rithms...", one computational model and implementation scheme (Sutton-Barto-Desmond model)
predicts that each pontine nuclear cell should firing in such a way as to provide the cerebellar
cortex with a template of the conditioned response. Another computational model and implemen-
tation scheme, the tapped delay-line (VET) model assumes that each pontine nuclear cell fires
with sustained burst of activity which begins with a constant latency with respect to the onset
of the conditioned stimulus, but such that the latency of this burst varies by tens or hundreds of
milliseconds from cell to cell. Representative data from a pontine nuclear cell are shown in Figure
2.

4. Marcy E. Rosenfield

Rosenfield is a research technician who has been associated with my laboratory for ten years.
She has been investigating brain stem and cerebellar circuits involved in the conditioned NMR
using implanted WGA-HRP has a marker. We shall be presenting a poster at this year's Society
for Neuroscience meetings describing afferent connections from the red nucleus to the cerebellar
cortex. Cerebellar cortex (Larsell's HVI) has been implicated in the generation of the classically
conditioned eye blink/NMR. The motor program for the conditioned response is presumably learned
by the cerebellum and relayed to motoneurons via the red nucleus (e.g., Rosenfield, M. & Moore,
J., Behav Brain Res, 10:393, 1983). Projections from the red nucleus to HVI could be important
for brain stem and cerebellar processes involved in classical conditioning (e.g., Moore, J. et al, Biol
Cyber, 62:17, 1989). WGA-HRP was implanted unilaterally into HVI. We restricted consideration
to those cases showing retrogradely labeled cells in the pontine nuclei, spinal trigeminal nucleus par
oralis, and the dorsal accessory olivary nucleus, as these structures are known to project to HVI.
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All such cases showed sparse retrogradely labeled cells in the more caudal (3rd nerve level) portions
of the red nucleus, consistent with Dietrich and Walberg's cat study (Dietrichs, E. & Walberg, F.,
Ezp Brain Res, 50:353, 1983).

5. Peter Underdown

Peter Underdown is a computer science graduate student who conducted experiments to deter-
mine whether "flagging" a potential conditioned stimulus (a tone, T) by preceding it repeatedly
with a brief light (L) would enhance subsequent conditioning of the NMR to the tone. Before
experiencing NMR conditioning, animals were given one of three treatments: (a) L repeatedly pre-
ceded T by a few hundred milliseconds (L-T); (b) L and T were repeatedly presented but unpaired
(L/T); (c) L but not T was repeatedly presented (L-alone). All of these treatments were followed by
training in which T was paired with the unconditioned stimulus. Previous experiments suggested
that L-T treated animals acquire a conditioned NMR more quickly than L/T treated animals (the
"flagging" effect). Is "flagging" a genuine facilitation effect or merely an attentuation of latent in-
hibition? (Latent inhibition is the technical term for retarded acquisition of a conditioned response
following a series of preexposures to the conditioned stimulus.) The addition of the L-alone treat-
ment as a control allowed us to answer this question. If "flagging" is the result of enhancement,
then the L-T treatment ought to result in faster NMR conditioning than the L-alone treatment. If
on the other hand the L-T treatment attenuates latent inhibiton, then the L-alone treatment ought
to result in faster conditioning than the L-T treatment. After some preliminary pilot experiments,
a full-scale study was conducted by Underdown using the basic three-group design (N = 12/group).
He found that the L-alone treatment resulted in faster NMR conditioning than either the L/T or
the L/T treatments. This result indicates that the "flagging" effect is due to attentuated latent
inhibition and not enhancement.

IV. Technical Reports

Included are published and submitted work initiated under AFOSR Grant 86-0182 and partially
supported by NSF. Items listed in prior reports are not included unless the previous citations
were incomplete because they were "in press" or under review. For expediency, this list overlaps
somewhat with one submitted with the final technical report for AFOSR 86-0182.

1. Rosenleld, M.E. and Moore, J.W. Red nucleus projections to the accessory abducens nucleus
in rabbit reexamined with WGA-HRP. Society for Neuroscience Abstracts, 1990, 16, 271.

2. Berthier, N.E. and Moore, J.W. Orbicularis oculi and extraocular muscle activity during
unconditioned and conditioned eyeblinks in the rabbit. Society for Neuroscience Abstracts,
1990, 16, 916.

3. Moore, J.W., Berthier, N.E., and Blazis, D.E.J. Classical eye blink conditioning: Brain sys-
tems and implementation of a computational model. In Gabriel, M. and Moore, J.W. (Eds.)
Learning and Computational Neuroscience: Foundations of Adaptive Networks. Cambridge,
MA: Bradford Books/MIT Press, 1990, pages 359-387.
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4. Gabriel, M. and Moore, J.W. (Eds.) Learning and Computational Neuroscience: Foundations
of Adaptive Networks. Cambridge, MA: Bradford Books/MIT Press, 1990. (613 pages)

5. Berthier, N.E. and Moore, J.W. Activity of deep cerebellar nuclear cells during classical
conditioning of nictitating membrane extension in rabbits. Experimental Brain Research,
1990, 83: 44-54.

6. Moore, J.W. Implementing connectionist algorithms for classical conditioning in the brain.
In Commons, M., Grossberg, S., and Staddon (Eds.) Neural Network Models of Conditioning
and Action. Hillsdale, NJ: Lawrence Erlbaum Associates, 1991, pages 181-191.

7. Blazis, D.E.J. and Moore, J.W. Conditioned stimulus duration in classical trace conditioning:
test of a real-time computational model. Behavioural Brain Research, 1991, 43, 73-78.

8. Desmond, J.E. and Moore, J.W. Activity of red nucleus neurons during the classically condi-
tioned rabbit nictitating membrane response. Neuroscience Research, 1991, 10, 260-279.

9. Moore, J.W. and Desmond, J.E. A cerebellar neural network implementation of a temporally
adaptive conditioned response. In Gormezano, I. (Ed.) Learning and Memory: The Biological
Substrates. Hillsdale, NJ: Lawrence Erlbaum Associates. In press.

10. Desmond, J.E. and Moore, J.W. Altering the synchrony of stimulus trace processes: Tests of
a neural-network model. Biological Cybernetics. In press.

11. Berthier, N.E., Barto, A.G., and Moore, J.W. Linear systems analysis of the relationship
between firing of deep cerebellar neurons and the classically conditioned nicitating membrane
response in rabbits. Biological Cybernetics. In press.

12. Richards, W.G., Ricciardi, T.N., and Moore, J.W. Activity of spinal trigeminal pars oralis
and adjacent reticular formation neurons during the classically conditioned rabbit nictitating
membrane response. Behavioural Brain Research. In press.

13. Rosenfield, M.E. and Moore, J.W. Red nucleus projections to cerebellar cortex (HVI) in
rabbit examined with WGA-HRP. Society of Neuroscience Abstracts, 1991, 17. In press.

14. Blazis, D.E.J. and Moore, J.W. Conditioned inhibition of the nictitating membrane response
in rabbits following hypothalamic and mesencephalic lesions. Behavioural Brain Research.
Accepted pending revisions.

15. Moore, J. W. Memory structures in classical conditioning: Declarative and procedural knowl-
edge in temporally adaptive behavior. To appear in L. Squire and N. Butters (Eds.) Neu-
ropsychology of Memory, 2nd Edition, New York: Guilford.

V. Professional personnel

1. John W. Moore, Ph. D. (Psychology, Indiana) Principal Investigator.
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2. Neil E. Berthier, Ph. D. (Psychology, UMass) Senior postdoctoral associate. Berthier had
been associated with the lab for many years. He is presently associated with the department
of computer and information science, a position he assumed in August, 1990.

3. John E. Desmond, Ph. D. (Psychology, UMass) Senior postdoctoral associate. Desmond had
also been associated with the lab for many years. He is presently with EEG Systems Labs,
Inc. of San Francisco, a position he assumed last January

4. Iwona Zurawska, Ph. D. (Natural Science, Nencki Institute, Warsaw, Poland) Postdoctoral
associate. Zurawska joined the project in July, 1990 and returned to Poland May, 1991 to
assume an academic position in physiololgy.

5. Kevin O'Connor, Ph. D. (Psychology, Columbia University) Postdoctoral fellow. O'Connor
joined the laboratory in July, 1990.

6. Marcy E. Rosenfield, B.S. (Zoology, UMass) Departmental Assistant. Rosenfield is a certified
AALAS animal care technician.

VI. Interactions (John W. Moore)

1. Participant at the Winter Conference on Animal Learning and Behavior, Winter Park,
Colorado, January, 1991.

2. Presentations at meetings: Society for Neuroscience meetings in St. Louis, 1990.

4. Reviewing and Related Activity: Consulting editor for Psychobiology and reviewed manuscripts
for several journals, including Behavioural Brain Research, Psychological Review, Behavioral Neu-
roscience.

5. Continuing interactive relationships with A G Barto and other colleagues working in Adaptive
Networks: A H Klopf's group at AF Wright Avionics Lab, R S Sutton at GTE Labs, J C Houk
and N A Schmajuk of Northwestern University, E J Kehoe of the University of New South Wales,
and others.

VIA. Interactions (Kevin O'Connor)

Kevin O'Connor joined my laboratory one year ago after a post-doctoral stint at the University
of Rochester. He is presently collaborating with P. Tallal and H. Fitch of the Rutgers University
Center for Molecular and Behavioral Neuroscience on a project concerning the development of
cerebral asymmetries in auditory processing in rats. In addition, he is coauthor of some recent and
pending publications.

1. Ison, J. R., G. P. Bowen, and O'Connor, K. Reflex modification produced by visual stimuli
in the rat following functional decortication. Psychobiology, 1991, 19, 122-126.
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2. Ison, J. R., O'Connor, K., Bowen, G. P., and Bocirnea, A. Temporal resolution of gaps in
noise by the rat is lost with functional decortication. Behavioral Neuroscience, 1991, 105,
33-40.

3. O'Connor, K. Ison, J. R.. Echoic memory and tonal discrimination in the rat: Effects of
inspection time, retention interval, and the spectral composition of retroactive noise. Journal
of Eiperimental Psychology: Animal Behavior Processes, in press.

VII. New Discoveries

Discoveries that might be designated as new were those stemming from experimental research.
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Activity of deep cerebellar nuclear cells during classical conditioning
of nictitating membrane extension in rabbits
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Summary. The activity of neurons in the interposed and fication (Ito, 1984; Lisberger, 1988: Miles et al., 1980). eye
dentate nuclei of the cerebellum was investigated during blink gain modification (Evinger and Manning, 1988), and
differential classical conditioning of the rabbit eye blink, classical conditioning of the nictitating membrane (NM)
nictitating membrane response. Forty-seven percent of the response (e.g., Moore and Berthier. 1987, Thompson, 1986.
165 cells in the study responded to the orbital stimulation Yeo et al., 1985a). The NM response is one component of
used as the unconditioned stimulus (US). The latency the eye blink, consisting of passive extension of the NM as
distribution of US-elicited responses was bimodal with the eyeball retracts. However, there is as yet no consensus
peaks at 7 and 19 ms. Twenty-one percent of the cells on the role of the cerebellum in providing for these
responded with short latencies to the tones used.as condi- behavioral adaptations. The present paper reports on the
tioned stimuli (CSs). These cells typically responded to activity of deep cerebellar nuclear cells during classical
both the reinforced and nonreinforced CSs. Forty-one conditioning of the rabbit NM response. In this prep-
percent of the cells responded on conditioned response aration eye blinks are conditioned using pcriorbital elec-
(CR) trials but not on trials without CRs. The average lead trical stimulation or air puffs as unconditioned stimuli
of the neural response to the CR was 71.4 ms. Cells that (USs), and NM position is measured as the conditioned
responded on CR trials were more likely to respond to the response (CR). Auditory and visual stimuli are typically
CSs. or to the CSs and the US. than cells that did not used as conditioned stimuli (CSs). McCormick et al. 1982c)
respond on CR trials. For about half of the cells that showed that NM and eye blink amplitudes are highly
responded on CR trials the latency of response followed correlated during conditioning.
trial-by-trial variations of CR latency. For the remainder, The rabbit NM preparation has been widely used in
the response was time-locked to CS-onset. Cells whose the study of the physiological basis of classical condi-
responses paralleled the CR may be involved in the tioning. McCormick et al. (1982a) focused interest on the
initiation or modulation of the CR. while those whose role of the cerebellum in NM conditioning by showing
responses were time-locked to the CS may be involved in that lesions of interpositus and medial dentate disrupt
sensory processing underlying the initiation of the move- CRs. The importance of an intact cerebellum was sub-
ment. The pathways that may underlie the US- and CS- sequently confirmed by studies showing that lesions of the
elicited responses are also discussed. cerebellum, its afferents, and its efferents have profound

effects on conditioned eye blinks. Lesions of cerebellar
Key words: Nictitating membrane Cerebellar deep cortex (Yeo et al. 1985b), red nucleus (Rosenfield and
nuclear activity Learned movements Classical condi- Moore 1983). superior cerebellar peduncle (McCormick
tioning Eye blink Rabbit et al. 1982b), and inferior olive (Tiirker and Miles 1986:

Yeo et al. 1986) all disrupt conditioned responding.
Rather than impinging directly on circuits essential for

generating CRs, lesions might disrupt NM conditioning
indirectly because lesions of the cerebellum and its af-

Introduction ferents can produce abnormal activity in efferent targets.
For example, lesions of the inferior olive produce sub-

Research into the role of the cerebellum in motor learning stantial reductions in neural firing in the cerebellar deep
has recently focused on vestibulo-ocular reflex gain modi- nuclei and the red nucleus (Billard et al. 1988: Strata 1985).

Thus, it is possible that cerebellar lesions disrupt NM CRs
by disrupting red nuclear activity that might be involved in

Ofprint reques.ts to, J.W. Moore (address see above) conditioning (Tsukahara et al. 1981; Desmond and Moore
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1987). However, there are now ample data showing CR- Movement of the right NM was measured by a minitorque
correlated activity from single neurons in cerebellar cortex potentiometer connected to the NM by a suture. Extensions of the
(Berthier and Moore 1986; Foy and Thompson 1986) and NM during the CS-US interval were defined as CRs. Animals were
cerebellar deep nuclei (McCormick and Thompson 1984) required to meet a criterion of 90% CRs to the CS + before surgery.

Pretraining usually required 200 to 400 trials, i.e., 100 to 200 CS +to indicate that the cerebellum is probably involved in trials.

generating or modulating CRs.
Anatomical data implicate the anterior regions of the

cerebellar posterior lobe in classical NM conditioning. Surgery and recording
Yeo et al. (1985a) concluded that lesions of hemispheral
lobule VI abolish conditioning. On the other hand, In preparation for surgery, an intravenous cannula was placed in the
Lavond et al. (1987) found that lesions of lobule VI marginal ear vein, and an intravenous drip of lactated Ringer's
disrupted retention but did not block reacquisition of the solution was started. Anesthesia was induced by injection of sodium
NM CR. Recording studies of the posterior lobe indicate a pentothal in the side port of the infusion set. The pentothal was given
wealth of activity correlated with conditioning. Berthier to effect and repeated at intervals of 5 to 10 min. Lidocaine was

injected subcutaneously at the areas of contact between the head andand Moore (1986) studied Purkinje cell activity in inter- the stereotaxic frame and along the skull midline. The animal was
mediate and medial lateral zones of lobule VI and neigh- then placed in a stereotaxic frame and the midline skin was incised to
boring lobules during rabbit NM conditioning. We found expose the skull. Three stainless steel bolts were then implanted into
many cells that showed changes in activity related to the the right frontal and right and left parietal bones. After the bolts were
performance of CRs. The changes in activity antedated implanted an opening (approximately 4 mm x 8 mm) was made in
initiation of movement by 20 to 100 ms in most cells. Some the right occipital bone which exposed the -. ,ra mater overlaying the

right cerebellar hemisphere. A dental cement cap was then built upof the CR-relatcd neurons also responded to the CSs and on the skull with the occipital bone opening left exposed. An
US used in conditioning. American National Standard 1/2 13 threaded stainless steel rod was

The intermediate and medial lateral zones of lobule VI embedded in the dental cement cap for fixing the head during
and surrounding lobules project to nucleus interpositus recording (the rod was 12.5mm in diameter with 13 threads per
and medial dentate which project out of the cerebellum. 2.54 cm and approximately 4cm in length). The rod protruded from
The present investigation examined the activity of inter- the cement cap by approximately 2 cm, and was implanted at an
positus and medial dentate cells during classical condi- angle of 25 to the stereotaxic vertical so that the rabbit's head was

pitched forward 25 during recording. The opening over the cere-tioning. Of primary interest was whether the deep nuclear bellum was covered with sterile Gelfoam. The total amount of time
cells showed patterns of activity that are consistent with a the animal was generally anesthetized during this procedure was
causal role in generating CRs. Such activity should pre- 15 30 min. The animal was then placed in a holding box and allowed
cede and be highly correlated with the CR. The response of to recover for at least two hours. It was then placed in the apparatus
cells to the stimuli used in conditioning was also of and tested for CRs. Most animals began making CRs within the first

If the cerebellum is a site of learning, then some 20 trials (i.e, about 10 CS + trials). If the animal did not make CRsinterest, twithin 100 trials they were removed from the apparatus and placed in
cerebellar neurons, be they cortical or deep nuclear, should the holding box for another hour. All animals made IF 4'er this
receive converging inputs conveying CS and US informa- subsequent recovery period. Data were obtained fi 'm an animal
tion. The present paper describes the response of nucleus during two or three recording sessions. The recording sessions for a
interpositus and medial dentate cells to stimulation of the given animal occurred on a single day, with the animal being
periorbital tissues, to the auditory stimuli used in condi- returned to a holding box between sessions. The opening over the
tioning and examines the modulation of neural activity cerebellum was rinsed with sterile saline between sessions and sealed
cells during CRs. with sterile Gelfoam.

During recording sessions rabbits were loosely restrained in a
Plexiglas box with their head affixed to an aluminum frame by the
implanted threaded rod. The Gelfoam overlaying the cerebellum was

Methods removed and the dura rinsed with saline. The dura was then incised
to allow for glass microelectrodes to be introduced into the cere-

Behavioral training bellum. Single units were recorded with microelectrodes filled with
2 M NaCI and saturated with FCF green dye. Recording sites were
marked by ionophoresis of the FCF green dye by passing a 12-p ATwenty-six adult albino rabbits (3.5 to 4.5 kg) were trained in a current for 5 to 10 min (electrode negativel. Nictitating membrane

differential classical conditioning paradigm. Tones of 1200 Hz and position data and cell activity were amplified and recorded on a
600 Hz were used as CSs (75 dB re 20,pN/m2 intensity). The re- Vetter Co. modified VCR (Model 420).
inforced (CS +) and nonreinforced tones (CS-) were presented in After the last recording session the animal received a lethal
pseudorandom order. The intertrial interval was 20 s. This training injection of sodium pentobarbital and was perfused through the
protocol yields differential responding to the CS+ and CS-. The aorta with isotonic saline followed by 10% formaldehyde solution.
CS + was always followed by the US, and the CS - was presented The brain was then removed from the skull and frozen sections were
alone. CSs were counterbalanced across animals, i.e., the 1200-Hz cut at 60 microns and mounted and stained with cresyl violet.
tone was CS + for one animal, and the 600-Hz tone was CS + for the
next animal. The CSs were 350 ms in duration. A single 0. 1 1.0 mA
DC pulse of 0.1 -0.5 ms duration served as the US. Its intensity was
adjusted to be as low as possible while still supporting conditioning. Data analysis
Two 9-mm stainless steel wound clips crimped into the skin sur-
rounding the eye, one located in an inferior position within 3 mm of Recorded neural activity was window discriminated and fed to an
the margin and the other in a temporal position, also within 3 mm of Apple lie computer. The computer detected discriminator pulses and
the margin, served as electrodes for delivery of the US. The interval noted the time of each pulse relative to the start of the trial (i.e..
between the onset of CS + and the US was 350 ms. 350 ms prior to CS onset). At the same time. analog signals from the
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Fig. 1. A An example of the filtering procedure for determining adjusted for the mean pre-CS firing rate of the neuron, prolonged
change-points in neural firing (cell 52a). The top trace is the periods of negative slope indicate a time in which firing of the cell
cumulative sum of spike activity and the bottom trace is filtered spike decreased below the pre-CS level. B An illustration of the three
activity (Eq. 1). The two long vertical lines indicate CS and US onset. variables used to compute VR. Variable x is the difference between
The time between CS and US onset is 350 ms. The short vertical line the stimulus onset and spike-change times. Variable y is the differ-
in the filtered data indicates the zero-crossing (firing change-point). ence between spike-change and CR onset. Variable z is the difference
In the cumulative sum trace, the small upward deflections corre- between CS and CR onset
spond to individual action potentials. S;ince the cumulative sum was

NM transducer were digitized with an eight-bit A/D converter. Data where * is the convolution operator, D the derivative operator, g the
were stored on floppy disks, eventually to be sent to a Sun Micro- input to be filtered, f the filtered output. G is the Gaussian function
systems computer where they were stored on disk. Periresponse-time G(x) = [l/(27r) + 2exp( - x1(2o')). This yields
histograms, peristimulus-time histograms and rasters were generated fx DG*+)x
for each unit. The histograms and rasters could be based on CS + fx G*gx
trials, CS- trials, trials on which CRs occurred, trials on which no by the associative and derivative properties of convolutions. Com-
CRs occurred, or all trials. pleting the differentiation,

In order to assess whether a cell showed short latency responses fix)= [ (32n)"2)1- xla'- 2x lt:2 
+X x/a")exp

to the CSs, its activity immediately before and after CS onset was
compared. Pre- and post-CS interspike interval distributions were
generated from recordings 100 ms before and after CS onset aver- -/o) ,qo). l
aged over both CS+ and CS- trials. The interspike interval Inpatc Gwssmleat1sitrvsadcoovd

distibuion wee ten cmpaed itha to-taledKologoov- with the cumulative sum of spike activity. a was set at 2.4 for all cells.Smirnov test 13= 0.05). Since the experiment-wise Type I error rate The slope of .f at the zero-crossing is proportional to the degree of
would be high using this procedure, peristimulus-time histograms of change in firing rate (Marr and Hildreth 1980). The cumulative sum
units with significant Kolmogorov-Smirnov outcomes were exam- ofsieatvy n wrdspydonagphctrmalndnined to ensure that the response was reliable and discernible. of perao acoudity a crierio fodi esplpe at grahc zer-rming andoan

A similar procedure to detect changes in firing before and during whichathe chda rie-p in was acceslpte as signifiocont. Thbsope
CRs was used. Conditioned response onset was easily determined critheh gnin was staths ae tedo atrs fagn in Thell.ope
because of the low variability in the NM baseline position. Condi- exameriof tis poe de is valehown ail ri.s for atgie cell. hos
tioned response onset was defined as the earliest time following CS resarpe o hspouei shown in Fig. 9. To he telp trcwfFi.I hose
onset that NM position was one standard deviation (SD) plus 2 A/D cuastiv ae sumon sinki.Te a tyan thae btom trg Ia shows the
units away from the pre-CS position mean. A distribution of filtie fspk activity. This celltomtr showedadcessi iigwe the a
interspike intervals was then generated for the period of 150 ms prested t. Thi chnelpsowe adees in firing w hena the Czeras
before and 50 ms after CR onset. This distribution was then corn- crossinged. the fiteeact-pivity and fisinwdic ed the ertillie
pared with the distribution of interspike intervals before CS onset cen of and pikecageosttieere obiiyad idc t ained, the rtiae
using a two-tailed Kolmogorov-Smirnov test {i = 0.01). Histograms Ona e Cnaaydedpto e-eher genonsetth imesiweresobhainedmthemdtao
and rasters were then visually examined to confirm the statistical stius nalyzed toferminMoen rlated actvit was d oefient as
decision. Cells that met these criteria were called CR-related. ativitluse oste ti Mme n ated atiaviatias eine as

We determined the time of changes of neural firing rate using an aciiyoeonset time. Stmuusrlated ativiwa-bdefidas vacivitatin id

edgedetctin dgitl flte afer arrandHilret (180) Inthe not shift when the CR shifted, but was time-locked to CS onset.fir st s ep o f th is p ro ced u re th e c u m u la tive su m o f sp ik e ac tiv ity w a s M o e nt r s i m l s e a ed ss w s q n if d u i g th e v r -
low-assfileredby onvlvig wih aGausia. Th cuulaive ables: Variable x was the difference between the stimulus onset andsum for the jth time step was equal to V"+. ), where g was an siecag ie.Vral a h ifrnebtensie

impulse sequence respresenting spike activity and #q the mean siecag ie.Vral a h ifrnebtensie
number of spikes per time step in the pre-CS period. The time step change and CR onset. Variable z was the difference between CS and
was I Ms. CR onset. These three variables are illustrated in Fig. 1.

The low-passed data were then differentiated to obtain firing One would expect the Pearson correlation coefficient between x
frequency. These data were then passed through a third stage where and z (r,,) to be high if activity was movement related and r, to be
the second derivative of the firing frequency was calculated. The high if the activity was stimulus related (Lama'e et al. 1983).
points where firing frequency changed (the change-points) were then However, Commenges and Seal (1986) point out that if the r, is also

estiate bytakng he erocrosin oftheoutut.positive one cannot simply compare r., and r, to determine if the
Specifically, the filter was designed as follows: activity is stimulus or movement related. Il o determine stimulus or

movement relatedness, they suggest the use of the variance ratio
1 x

Fg1.AAexmlf th fitein pr *oceur] frdeerinn adjuste or. the mean pre CSofireng rate, of thul neurn plnedn
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If it is stimulus related, VR should be greater than I. VRs were Spontaneous unit activity
computed for all CR-related cells.

Unit spontaneous activity was computed from the 350-ms
period preceding CS onset and averaged across trials. The
mean firing frequency across cells was 60.1 impulses/s (SD

Results =. .. f interspike interval SD
= .; coecent of vaa Y Linterspike interval mean]

Recording locations = 0.51). The mean firing frequency of about 60 impulses/s

for deep nuclear units is slightly faster than those reported
Electrode placement was guided by the characteristic for the cat or monkey which range from 42 to 56 impul-
electrical activity of different cerebellar areas. Exam- ses/s (Armstrong and Edgley 1984; Chapman et al. 1986;
ination of dye marks made at recording locations showed Cody et al. 1981). This comparatively higher rate of firing
only infrequent recording locations outside the deep nu- may be because baseline rates were estimated during the
clei. One hundred sixty-five cells were located in the deep 20-s intervals between trials or it may be a result of species
nuclei and the immediately surrounding regions, five in the differences. With short intertrial intervals there is the
cerebellar white matter, and six in the brainstem. Only the likelihood that preceding trials influence the firing rate
cells from the deep nuclei and the immediately surround- during the pre-trial measurement period.
ing regions are discussed in this paper. Figure 2 shows
recording locations of these cells. Two units were recorded
in the lateral zone of the fastigial nucleus, 93 in nucleus Neural responses to the US
interpositus anterior (NIA), I I in nucleus interpositus
posterior. 34 in medial dentate, nine ventrally bordering Examination of peristimulus-time histograms and rasters
interpositus, and 16 ventrally bordering dentate. indicated that 77 cells (47% of the total) responded to the

While the possibility of recording from cerebellar US. Figure 3 shows the response of four cells to the US.
cortical afferents and efferents cannot be ruled out, the The arrow indicates the onset of the stimulus pulse and the
data suggest that the vast majority of recordings were filled square below each trace indicates the first spike that
from cell bodies. No units could be recorded until elec- was evoked by the US. The latency of the responses ranged
trodes were I to 2 mm below the lowest cortical layer. This from 10 to 13 ms in these four cells.
suggests that electrodes did not generally record activity in The activity of the 77 US-responsive cells was exam-
areas where only axons were present. ined on an oscilloscope to determine the onset latency

A B C D

E F G H

P 17

Fig. 2A-1. Recording sites of the 165 deep nuclear and surrounding fastigial, IA: anterior interpositus, IP: posterior interpositus, LC:
cells discussed in this paper. Drawings are sequential parasaginal lateral pars convexa, LR: lateral pars rotunda (after Van Rossum
sections at 0.5 mm separation beginning 2 mm from the midline and 1969)
proceeding laterally. Rostral is to the right. Abbreviations: F:
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Fig. 3A-D. Response of four deep nuclear cells to the US. The 4 7 10 13 16 19 22 25 28 31 34
arrows point to US artifact and the filled squares indicate the first
evoked spike. These cells responded with latencies of 10 to 13 ms Latency (ns)

Fig. 4. Response of deep cerebellar cells to periorbital electrical

stimulation (US). The majority of cells responded at 6 to 20 ms

of the neural response. Nictitating membrane response latency

latencies were also noted. The distribution of neural
response latencies is shown in Fig. 4. Figure 4 shows that
neural response latency was bimodally distributed with
peaks at 7 and 19 ms after US onset. The earliest spike Short-latency responses to the CSs
responses were of shorter latency than the earliest NM
responses. The mean neural response latency was 14.5 ms(SD =8. 1, range- 4-50 ms), and the mean NM latency For each cell, Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests, averaged over
was 14.6ms (SD= 4.3, range = 9-34ms). trials of both types were used to compare interspike

was 4.6ms (D=43, rnge= 9-4 is).intervals during the 100 ms preceding CS onset, with
The 77 US-responsive cells could be sorted into two

groups on the basis of whether the first response to the US interspike intervals during the 100 ms after CS onset. In
was an increase or a decrease in firing. Fifty-three cells the event of a significant difference, peristimulus-time
bursted at US onset, and 24 cells slowed or ceased firing rasters and histograms were then inspected to confirm
when the US was presented. The cells that increased firing responses to the CSs. Thirty-eight cells showed significant
to the US did not differ in latency from those that responses to the CSs. However, for three of these cells the
decreased firing to the US (Kolmogorov-Smirnov test). response appeared small or inconsistent in rasters and

histograms. These three cells were excluded from further
analysis. Of the remaining 35 cells, 20 increased firing at

The effects of the US on on going CRs CS onset, while 15 slowed or ceased firing at CS onset.
About half of the cells responded to the CSs with

latencies less than 20 ms, irrespective of whether cells
The effect of the US on N M position was a short-latency responded by an increase or decrease in firing. Nineteen
(10-20 ms), short-duration (100 ms) extension followed by cells responded with bursts, while 16 showed responses
a retraction to baseline. In those cases where CRs were that lasted for the duration of the CS. Two cells showed
being made during US application, i.e., on CS + trials, the much greater modulation to the CS + than the CS-.
effect of the US was to interrupt the CR. The shortening of
behavioral CRs was clearly seen during the recording
periods of 60 of the 165 cells and is illustrated in Fig. 5. Changes in neural actirity during CRs
Figure 5A shows CS + trials on which USs were presented,
and Fig. 5B shows CS - trials, most of which containing Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests were used to detect changes in
CRs. Inspection of the two panels reveals that CRs on firing associated with CRs. This was done by comparing
CS+ trials were of shorter durations than CRs on CS- firing during a period 150 ms before to 50 ms after CR
trials. Thus, whereas US presentation elicited or enhanced onset with pre-CS baseline. Eighty-one cells showed sig-
NM extension, it was rapidly followed by a return of the nificant changes in firing by this criterion. However, seven
NM to its retracted position. By contrast, CRs on CS- of these cells showed significant changes only because the
trials extended for several hundred milliseconds and re- neural response started at CS onset and continued until
turned to baseline slowly. It is clear that the shortening of CS offset. The responses of these seven cells were con-
CRs seen in this case was not artifactually due to the sidered to be auditory responses, and they were excluded
dynamics ofthe transducer, since neural activity paralleled from further analysis. Data were excluded from six other
performance of the CR. cells because of high variability in firing patterns or

Shortening of the CR was seen during the recording because the data were obtained from less than three trials.
periods of 13 cells that showed both CR and US related The remaining 68 cells were classified as CR-related.
activity. In eight of these cells the US produced responses The lead-time of the neural response with respect to
that were opposite in polarity to the activity during CR onset was estimated from cumulative sums of peri-CR
the CR. time histograms. The lead times of three cells could not be
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Fig. 5A, B, The effect of the US on CRs. Panel A shows the activity on CS + trials. no USs were given on CS - trials). The top section of
of a cell on CS + trials and panel B the activity on CS- trials. The each panel shows NM position traces, the middle section shows
vertical lines through each panel indicate CS and US onset (the rasters of spike activity in the same order as the NM traces, and the
vertical line in panel B shows the time at which the US was presented bottom shows a histogram of spike activity. Bin width = 5 ms

202

00
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Variance Ratio

-2 18 38 s@ 78 98 118 138 158 178 1N Fig. 7. A frequency histogram of the VRs. The VRs are plotted on a
logarithmic scale since the VRs are a ratio. For example, a VR of 0.1

Lead (ma) or 10 means that one variance was ten times the magnitude of the
other variance

Fig. 6. The neural response lead of NM movement for deep nuclear
cells estimated from cumulative sums of peri-CR time histograms.
Negative times indicate that the neural response lagged CR onset - 10 ms, with a mean of 68.9 ms (SD = 49.0) and a median

of 68 ms.

determined because of the small amplitude of the neural
response relative to baseline. For the remaining cells Neuralfiring change-points related to variations
(N =65) the times ranged from 191 ms to - 12 ms, with a in CR. latency
mean of 71.4 ms (SD =46.0) and a median of 64 ms. A
histogram of the lead-times for these 65 cells is presented in Variance ratios were computed for the CR-related cells to
Fig. 6. determine how neural activity shifted as CR latency varied

The lead-times were similar for cells that increased or from trial to trial. Conditioned response onset and firing
decreased firing on CR trials. The lead-times for cells that change-point latencies were obtained for 64 of the 68 CR-
increased firing on CR trials (N = 49) ranged from 191 ms related cells. Four of these cells had two firing change-
to - 12ms, with a mean of 72.1 ms (SD=46.3) and a points per trial that could be differentiated with our
median of 64 ms. The lead-times for the cells that de- algorithm. Variance ratios were computed for these 68
creased firing on CR trials (N = 16) ranged from 170 ms to neural responses and their distribution is shown in Fig. 7.
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Thirty-three VRs were less than one indicating that the shown in Fig. 9. This neuron decreased its firing on trials
neural responses were movement related. Thirty-five VRs on which CRs were made. This cell's VR was 3.39. The
were greater than one indicating that the neural responses decrease in firing was time-locked to CS onset and was
were stimulus related. Sixteen VRs were less than 0.5, and seen only on trials with CRs.
12 were greater than two (two of the 12 ratios greater than An example of a movement related NIA cell (48c) is
two were from the same cell). The recording sites for these shown in Fig. 10. This cell's activity increased on CR trials.
27 cells with the most extreme VRs are shown in Fig. 8. An No movement correlated activity was seen on trials with-
example of a stimulus related interpositus cell (52a) is out CRs. The change in activity led CRs by about 75 ms

(value determined from peri-CR histogram). The VR for
this cell was 0.48 indicating that the neural response

A B C shifted with shifts in CR latency.
(I IFigures 9 and 10 also show that CR-related cellstypically responded to the CS and US. The cell shown in

Fig. 9 shows increased responding about the time of US-
onset, and the cell shown in Fig. 10 increased responding

A 1at CS-and US-onset.

D FE Combinations of US. CS. and CR responses

Figure I I shows the various combinations of patterns of

P Lresponses to the US, CSs, and CR in the form of a Venn
A diagram. Cells were partitioned on the basis of whether

they responded to the US, CSs, and whether they were
CR-related. Table I shows a more complete summary of

Fig. 8A-G. Recording sites for 16 cells that showed marked move- Fig. I I showing the direction or polarity of neural re-
ment related activity (circles) and I I cells that showed marked
stimulus related activity (triangles, one cell had two ratios computed sponses to trial events.

for a total of 12 ratios). Drawings are sequential parasagittal sections CR-related cells were equally likely to respond to the
at 0.5 mm separation starting at 2.5 mm from the midline and US (37/68, 54%) as non CR-related cells (41/97, 42%; )2

proceeding laterally. Abbreviation as in Fig 2 = 1.42, p > 0.05). However, CR-related cells were more

A B
CS us CS US

100 Ms 100 Ms

FI. 9A, B. A cell (52a) that showed CR-related decrease in firing trials.) The top section of each panel shows NM position traces, the
timed to CS onset. Panel A shows data from trials on which CRs middle shows rasters arranged in the same order as the NM traces,
occurred and panel B shows data from trials on which CRs did not and the bottom shows a histogram of neural activity. The position
occur. The vertical lines show the times of CS and US onset. (The US traces and rasters are presented from top to bottom in order of CR
was presented only on those trials in panels A and B that were CS + latency
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Table 1. Polarity of neural response for each combination of patterns to trial events

I. Responded to one of the events:
Responded to tone: 4 increased firing and 5 decreased firing
Responded to US: 26 increased firing and I I decreased firing
Responded on CR trials: 16 increased firing and 5 decreased firing

2. Responded to two of the events:
Responded to tone and US: 2 increased firing to both, I increased to the tone and decre.ised to the US, I increased to the US and decreased

to tone.
Responded to tone and on CR trials: 6 increased to both, I increased to tone and decreased to CR, 3 decreased to tone and increased to CR
Responded to US and on CR trials: t t increased to both, 4 increased to CR and decreased to US, 6 decreased to CR and increased to US.

and 4 decreased to both
3. Responded to all three events:

Responded to US by increase in firing: 4 increased to CR and tone, 2 increased to CR and decreased to tone, I increased to the tone and
decreased to the CR, and I decreased to both

Responded to US by decrease in firing: 2 increased to CR and tone, 2 increased to CR and decreased to tone

A B

100 m: 188 ms

Fig. 10A, B. A cell 148c) that showed movement related firing. Data presented as in Fig. 9

likely to respond to the CSs (22/68, 33%) than non CR- Discussion
related cells (13/97, 14%; X2 - 8 .6 1, p:0.05). CR-related
cells were also more likely to respond to both the CSs and The present investigation demonstrates that cerebellar
US (12/68, 17%) than non CR-related cells (4/97, 4%; X2  deep nuclear cells respond to the US and CSs used in
= 6.88, p< 0.05). Similar X2-tests failed to show significant classical eye blink/NM conditioning. Forty-seven percent
differences between stimulus and movement related cells of the cells shewed responses to the stimulation of the
in responsiveness to the CSs or US. periorbital area used as the US. Unconditioned stimulus-

One prediction that a simple stimulus substitution evoked responses varied in latency from 5.5 to about
view of classical conditioning makes is that the direction of 30 ms, with most cells responding within 15 ms. Twenty-
modulation (i.e., whether firing increases or decreases) of a four percent of the cells showed short latency responses to
cell during a CR should be the same as the direction of CS onset. These responses were typically seen to both the
modulation to the US. In the present study cells that CS+ and CS-. Neural responses evoked by CSs were
showed movement related activity were about equally either a burst of spikes to CS onset or a tonic response that
likely to modulate in opposite as in the same direction. persisted for the duration of the CS. Forty-one percent of

: Out of 19 cells that were movement related and showed the cells were labelled CR-related since they fired when
US-evoked activity, 10 modulated in opposite directions CRs were made. CR-related changes in firing led CR onset
during the CR and US. by an average of 71 ms. About half of the CR-related cells
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Darian-Smith et al. (1964) showed that trigeminal neurons
respond to stimulation of their facial receptive fields with a

CR TONElatency of 3 ins. Lobule VI granule cells respond with a
latency of 4 to 5 ms (Kassel et al. 1984), and lobule VI
Purkinje cells respond with a latency of 5 to 8 ms to facial
stimulation (Cody and Richardson 1979). These values
are consistent with Woolston et al. (1981) who found a
1.3-ms conduction time from interpolaris to cerebellar
cortex. Cody and Richardson (1979) found that climbing
fiber responses in cerebellar cortex were elicited with 9 to
35ms latency to stimulation of the face. Given these

37 values, a direct trigemino-deep nuclear projection would
have a latency of less than 5 ms. Since the shortest US-
elicited response observed in the present study was 5.5 ms,
a direct trigemino-deep cerebellar nuclear pathway prob-
ably would not be involved in US-elicited neural re-
sponses. However, many of the US-elicited responses
must have been mediated by mossy fibers because many

Fig. I1. Venn diagram of combinations of responses to the US, CS deep cerebellar nuclei cells discharged before climbing
(tone), and CR fibers could become active.

In many cases the US decreased the duration of the
behavioral CR and CR-related firing. This suggests that

were movement related since their firing followed vari- periorbital stimulation might serve to terminate CRs as
ations of CR latency. well as serving as a US. It may be that the eye blink is

controlled by two systems: a trigemino-motoneuronal
system involved in unconditioned blinks and a cerebellar

Neural responses to the US system controlling or modulating the CR. n the present
preparation the US may modulate the CR-producing

The response of cells to the US is mediated by the system so that the CR-producing system does not interfere
trigeminal system, which conveys somatosensory in- with UR production.
formation from the orbital area of the face. Trigeminal
mossy fibers project to the cerebellum by three pathways.
The first pathway is a direct projection from the trigeminal Neural responses to CSs
nerve. Jacquin et al. (1982) found labeled mossy fibers in
Crus I and 11, paramedian lobule, and dentate after HRP One hypothesis of the cerebellum's role in classical condi-
injection in the trigeminal ganglion. A second pathway is tioning is that it is the site of learning. Theories such as
via the trigeminal complex. Ikeda (1979), Mantle-St. John those of Marr (1969) and Albus (1971) contend that the
and Tracey (1987), and Silverman and Kruger (1985) cerebellum is a site where a CS is associated with a US. In
demonstrated labeling of oralis, interpolaris, caudalis, and these theories the CS and US converge onto Purkinje cells
principal sensory neurons after injections of retrograde to produce the CR. While the present experiment was not
tracers into lobules V and VI, and Crus I and II. Trigemi- designed to investigate the auditory responsiveness of the
nal neurons that project to the cerebellum do not send deep cerebellar nuclei, the results indicate that some deep
collaterals to the thalamus or tectum (Silverman and cerebellar neurons show time-locked responses to the CSs.
Kruger, 1985). A third projection from the trigeminal Some of these responses are seen only when CRs are made.
complex to the cerebellar cortex and NIA is via the lateral and others are seen independent of CRs. The CS-locked
reticular nucleus (Dietrichs and Walberg 1987; McCrea responses that are independent of CR performance are
et al. 1977). probably sensory responses to the auditory stimuli.

Climbing fibers also carry facial somatosensory in- Aitkin and Boyd (1975), Freeman (1970), and Huang
formation. Walberg (1982) showed that all divisions of the and Burkard (1986) confirm that the cerebellum receives
trigeminal complex, except the principal sensory and auditory inputs. These responses are widely tuned with
mesencephalic nuclei, project contralaterally to the in- most cells responding to tones phasically, although some
ferior olive. Courville et al. (1983) concluded that the tonic responses are seen (Aitkin and Boyd 1975; Huang
major trigeminal projection to the inferior olive arises and Burkard 1986). The responses seen in these auditory
from pars interpolaris and caudalis and that the projection studies are similar to the responses seen in conditioning
from pars oralis is sparse. The inferior olive projects to studies using auditory CSs. Berthier and Moore (1986)
cerebellar cortex as well as the deep cerebellar nuclei found that Purkinje cells respond similarly to auditory
(Dietrichs and Walberg 1986; Van der Want et al. 1989; CSs differing in frequency by about half an octave. In the
Yeo et al. 1985). present experiment we found that deep nuclear cells

The US responses seen in the present study could be respond similarly to the two tones used as CSs. About half
the result of direct input from climbing or mossy collateral of the cells showed phasic responses and half showed tonic
input or indirect input from cortical Purkinje cells. responses.
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The auditory input to the cerebellum originates in the addition, many of the deep nuclear cells that responded
inferior colliculus and cerebral cortical area All and during CRs also responded to the CSs and US. Taken as a
projects via the dorsolateral pontine nuclei (DLPN) to the whole, the evidence suggests that CRs are formed and
cerebellar cortex (Huang and Burkard 1986). Recordings generated within the cerebellum. However, most deep
from DLPN confirm that DLPN neurons show broad cerebellar nutclear neurons in the present study showed
tuning curves (Aitkin and Boyd 1978). A direct pathway short latency auditory responses that did not discriminate
from the cochlear nuclei to cerebellar cortex has also been between the CS - and CS +, a result that is consistent with
described (Huang et al. 1982). other studies that show that the cerebellum receives only

One problem for theories of cerebellar learning is that broadband auditory inputs (e.g., Aitkin and Boyd 1975).
recordings of cerebellar afferents suggest that auditory This broadband tuning would imply that mechanisms
inputs do not contain specific frequency information. If whereby CRs are suppressed to a CS - which is psycho-
the Marr-Albus theories are correct, how can auditory physically similar to the CS + involve systems extrinsic to
differential conditioning occur in the cerebellum if af- the cerebellum.
ferents respond similarly to both the CS + and CS- ? It is
possible that sensory information underlying a behavioral Acknowledgements. The authors are indebted to Dr. JE. Desmond
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Single-unit activity in red nucleus during the classically
conditioned rabbit nictitating membrane response
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SUMMARY

Previous investigations have suggested that the cerebellum and associated brainstem structures, including the
red nucleus, are essential for the expression of the classically conditioned nictitating membrane (NM) response.
The present study examined the firing patterns of extracellularly-recorded single units in the red nucleus of the
awake rabbit during differential conditioning. Tones were used as conditioned stimulus (CS+ and CS- ) and
periocular electrostimulation was used as the unconditioned stimulus (US). Most units exhibited one or more
changes in firing rate during the presentation of the CS. and increases in firing were much more common than
decreases. The onset of some of these changes appeared to he time-locked to the onset of the CS (*CS-locked"
responses), while other changes were time-locked to the onset of the CR ('CR-locked' responses). About
one-third of all CS-locked changes were CR-dependent, meaning that the neuronal response was reduced when
the CR did not occur. About two-thirds of all CR-locked responses preceded the onset of the CR. and lead
times varied considerably across units. Many CR-locked units were located in what has been descnbed as a
dorsal face region of the red nucleus. Most units responded to the US, and some of the LS responses were
CR-dependent: i.e.. a smaller US response was evoked when a CR preceded the US than when the CR was
absent. Our results support the notion that cerebellum brainstem circuits are involved in generating NM CRs.

INTRODUCTION

Although it is widely accepted that rubrospinal neurons are involved in the control of
movement, the precise role of these cells is not understood ". In some tasks, red nucleus
cells begin to fire after movement is initiated . suggesting that the red nucleus
participates in feedback control of movement or in movement termination. It has been
demonstrated that activation of red nucleus neurons can inhibit somatosensory
responses ', and thus movement-related red nucleus activity may serve to filter out
peripheral sensations during movements 3. Other evidence suggests that peripheral
feedback has little to do with the firing patterns of red nucleus cells. For example, red
nucleus activity precedes movement by substantial amounts in some tasks "'.2 iN, and it

has been shown that movement-related patterns of red nucleus activity are not altered by

Present address. JE. Desmond, tF Systems Laboratory. 51 Federal Street. Suite 401, San Francisco. ('A
94107. U.S.A.
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an interruption of the movement 24. Such results suggest that red nucleus activity is more
related to motor commands than to peripheral feedback ". These motor commands may
be encoding the velocity of the intended movement 624'.4, Other sets of experiments
demonstrate that red nucleus firing can be time-locked to a conditioned stimulus (CS) or
go-signal as well as the movement itself '.'9, suggesting that the red nucleus may
generate phasic movement-triggering signals. The plasticity required for these CS-locked
signals could be intrinsic to the red nucleus 0

In recent years, investigations of the rabbit nictitating membrane (NM) response have
revealed that specific regions of the cerebellum, as well as brainstem structures associated
with the cerebellum, including the red nucleus, are necessary for the normal expression of
the classically conditioned response (CR). Lesions of nucleus interpositus 7.36.62, cerebellar
cortex 37,63, middle cerebellar peduncle 3, superior cerebellar peduncle 41 inferior
olive 42.61.64 and red nucleus or rubrobulbar tract 54-56 produce disruption of the CR.
Microinfusion of GABA antagonists into the red nucleus also disrupt the conditioned
response 28. Single-unit recording studies in cerebellar cortex 4.19 and deep cerebellar
nuclei 1.43 have also revealed conditioning-related unit activity that precedes the onset of
the CR.

The present study investigated whether similar conditioning-related unit activity could
also be observed in the red nucleus. A large body of literature indicates that efferents
from nucleus interpositus project contralaterally to the red nucleus. Many cells of the
caudal red nucleus in turn send contralaterally-projecting rubrobulbar tract fibers to the
brainstem and spinal cord. Consistent with these observations, conditioning deficits from
unilateral cerebellar interpositus or cortex lesions involve the ipsilateral NM response,
whereas unilateral red nucleus lesions produce deficits in the contralateral eye. Thus, we
investigated the single-unit activity in the red nucleus by recording on the side con-
tralateral to the conditioned eye. The purpose of this study was to characterize the firing
patterns of red nucleus units to the CS. the unconditioned stimulus (US) and the CR. *

MATERIALS AND METHODS

A total of 24 New Zealand albino rabbits served as subjects in this study. The training
and recording procedures were similar to those described by the authors for recording in
the dorsolateral pontine tegmentum ". A differential conditioning procedure was used in
order to obtain trials with and without CRs. The CSs used were tones of 1200 and 600 Hz
and of 350-ms duration and 75-dB intensity (re. 20 IN/m). Each subject was randomly
assigned as 1200 + /600 - (i.e. CS + was 1200 Hz, CS - was 600 Hz) or 600 + /1200 -.
The intertrial interval was 20 s. White noise of 65-dB intensity was on continually. The
US. an electrostimulation of 0.05-0.5 ms duration and 1-mA intensity delivered to the
periocular region of the right eye. co-terminated with the CS +. Movement of the right
NM was measured using a minitorque potentiometer that was connected to the NM by a
suture a". For CS + trials, a CR was defined as a movement of the NM that begins after
CS onset and before US onset. For CS - trials, which were not contaminated by a UR, a
CR was defined as any movement of the NM that begins after CS onset. This movement
appears as an upward deflection of the NM trace in Figures 3, 5. and 7 below. Trials in
which a CR occurred are referred to as 'CR trials'; trials in which a CR was absent are
referred to as 'no-CR trials' (see Fig. 3B).

These data have been reported in abstract form'1

166,
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The rabbits were trained for 2-3 days (100 trials/day, 50 to CS + and 50 to CS -

presented in a pseudorandom sequence) and then surgically prepared for unit recordings.
We intentionally began recordings before the rabbits learned to completely differentiate
CS + and CS -, because an incomplete discrimination increases the probability that
both CR and no-CR trial types occur for each CS. Obtaining both trial types was useful
for assessing the CR-relatedness of the neuronal activity. For example, in Figure 3B, the
spikes that occurred on CR trials (labelled 'CR spikes') exhibited a marked increase in
firing shortly after the onset of the CS (the arrow labelled 'CS-locked' indicates the onset
of the increase, and the meaning of this label is explained below). In contrast, the no-CR
spikes (i.e., spikes which occurred on no-CR trials), exhibited only a slight increase in
firing. The difference in firing on CR and no-CR trial types could not have been due to

the CS alone, because the same CS (600 Hz) was present on both trial types. Thus, the
difference in firing can be attributed to the presence or absence of the CR.

To surgically prepare a rabbit for unit recordings, the rabbit was anesthetized with a

ketamine (40 mg/kg) - acepromazine (1 mg/kg) mixture (i.m.) 29. A small hole for
recording was drilled on the left side of the skull, and 3 additional holes were drilled for
anchor screws. A recording chamber was cemented in place and the rabbit was allowed to
recover for 2 days.

For unit recordings, the head of the rabbit was held motionless by fastening the
recording chamber to a support bar. A tungsten microelectrode of 1-5 MS2 impedance
was lowered through the recording hole into the brainstem during presentation of CS +
and CS - trials. Unit activity and NM movement were taped for off-line analysis using a
modified video cassette recorder (Vetter Co.. model 420). Recording sites were marked at
the end of the session by passing cathodal current (20 tLA for 10 s) through the recording
electrode. A maximum of 3 recording tracks were made for each rabbit. The rabbits were

then sacrificed with sodium pentobarbital and transcardially perfused for subsequent
histological identification of the recording tracks.

Data analysis
For data analysis, tape-recorded neuronal activity and NM responses were digitized

using an Apple lie microcomputer. Spikes were window-discriminated: the time of
occurrence of each spike, relative to the trial onset, was recorded to the nearest 250 )s.
The NM response was sampled at 200 Hz. The data were then transferred to a Sun 3
workstation for subsequent analysis.

Each trial was digitized for a total of 1.5 s. It is convenient to divide this time into 3
distinct periods: a 350-ms pre-CS period, a 350-ms CS period, and an 800-ms US period.
This report describes changes in neuronal firing during the CS period and the US period.
A change in firing is defined simply as a deviation from the baseline firing rate. Onset
times, durations and magnitudes of these changes were measured using cusums. which are
plots of cumulative spike counts over time from which baseline (i.e. pre-CS period) firing

has been subtracted 16.21.24. The slope of the cusum plot is the discharge rate above or
below the baseline firing rate, and is referred to as the depth of modulation (DOM). To
quantify changes in firing we inspected cusums that were averaged over trials. Onset time
of a change was measured at the time when the slope of the averaged cusum deviated
from zero. The duration was measured from the onset time to the time at which the
cusum slope returned to zero. The magnitude of a change in firing was quantified by the
DOM.

CS-period changes. Changes in firing during the CS period were classified as either
CS-locked or CR.iocked. CS-locked changes occurred at a constant latency relative to the
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time of CS onset. In contrast, CR-locked changes occurred at a constant latency relative
to the time of CR onset. Raster plots of unit activity and behavioral responses were used
to assess whether a change was CS-locked or CR-locked. To accomplish this, NM
responses were sorted by onset latency and displayed along with the corresponding unit
activity, in the manner illustrated in Figures 3, 5, and 7. Both peri-stimulus and
peri-response raster plots were constructed for each unit. In a peri-stimulus plot, such as
the one depicted in Figure 3A, two long vertical lines are used to designate CS and US
onsets (the US line also indicates the termination of the CS). Time to the left of the CS
line is the pre-CS period, between the CS and US lines is the CS period, and to the right
of the US line is the US period. For peri-response plots, such as the one depicted in
Figure 3F, each trial is aligned on the CR onset time, which is depicted by a single
vertical line. For both peri-stimulus and peri-response plots, the top traces represent NM
responses ordered by onset latency, and the middle traces show the corresponding firing
patterns for the unit. At the bottom of the plot is a histogram showing cumulative spike
counts in 5-ms time bins.

CS-locked unit activity exhibited relatively constant response latencies on peri-stimulus
plots and exhibited shifts in onset latency on peri-response plots, whereas the converse
was true for CR-locked unit activity. For example, panels A, B. and C of Figure 5 depict
CS + peri-stimulus plot, CS - peri-stimulus plot, and peri-response plot, respectively, for
a unit that exhibited a CS-locked and a CR-locked change in firing. In panels A and B,
the CS-locked change is seen to begin at a relatively constant latency after CS onset,
whereas the onset of the CR-locked change in firing increases as the onset of the CR
increases (the two changes are indicated with arrows in panel B). In the peri-response plot
of panel C, which depicts CR trials that appear in both panels A and B, the CR-locked
change in firing begins at a relatively constant latency prior to the onset of the CR. and
the CS-locked change is seen to shift.

In this report, CS-locked changes are quantified in terms of onset latency, duration,
and DOM. CR-locked changes are quantified only in terms of onset latency and DOM,
because duration of CR-locked changes was often difficult to measure due to the
overlapping occurrence of US-elicited responses. For both CS-locked and CR-locked
cases, changes in firing did not appear to depend on whether CS + or CS - was
presented. Rather, the most relevant variable to influence firing appeared to be whether
or not the CS elicited a CR. In general. the units we recorded displayed the following
characteristics:

(1) If a unit exhibited a CR-locked change, then this change occurred on CR trials and
failed to occur on no-CR trials, regardless of whether the CS was CS + or CS - (e.g., see
Fig. 5D and E).

(2) CS-locked changes in firing were classified as either CR-dependent or non-CR-de-
pendent (discussed further in the Results section). If a unit exhibited a non-CR-depen-
dent CS-locked change, then the change was observed on both CS + and CS - trials, and
the characteristics of the firing were not altered by the presence or absence of a CR (e.g..
Fig. 3C and D). However, if the CS-locked change was CR-dependent, then, regardless of
whether CS + or CS - was presented, the DOM of the change was greater on CR trials
than on no-CR trials (e.g., Fig. 3A and B).

Thus, CS + and CS - trials were pooled in computing onset latency, duration, and
DOM of firing changes.

US-evoked responses. Inspection of cusums was satisfactory for measuring latencies
of CS-locked or CR-locked changes. However, for precise measurement of short-latency
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Fig. 1. Venn diagram illustrating the percentage of units (with raw numbers in parentheses) exhibiting
CR-locked, CS-locked, or US-evoked responses. The CS-locked numbers include both CR-dependent and

non-CR-dependent responses.

US-evoked responses it was necessary to display the taped neuronal activity on a storage
oscilloscope (Tektronix model 5111 A). * The latency of the US response was obtained by
measuring the time between US onset and the onset of the first spike on several trials and
computing a mean. For the few cells that responded to the US with an initial decrease in
firing, the latency was measured at the time of the last spike before the rate decreased.

RESU LTS

A total of 125 units was recorded from the red nucleus. These units were located in
both magnocellular and parvocellular divisions of the nucleus according to the rabbit
atlas of Gerhard 21. ** Units were characterized by the types of changes in firing
observed in the CS period and the US period. Figure 1 summarizes in Venn diagram form
the percentages of units with CS-locked, CR-locked, or US-evoked changes. or any
combination of these three. The raw number of units in each category appears in
parentheses below the percentage. Thus, as an example, the figure indicates that 18 units
(14.4%) exhibited both CS-locked and CR-locked changes and responded to the US.
Chi-square analyses indicated that the three types of responses were independent: i.e., the
presence of one type of response did not make it any more or less likely that one of the
other types of responses would be present.

In the following sections, we describe the CS-period and US-period changes in firing

that were observed in terms of onset latency, duration, and DOM. Because we are

we use the term 'US-evoked' rather than 'US-locked' because some of the units exhibited more than one

change in firing during the US period. Some of the longer latency changes in firing may have been a mixture
of US-locked and UR-locked responses, and we did not attempt to separate these components.
We did not attempt to classify an individual unit as magnocellular or parvocellular, as it is difficult to
precisely delimit these regions in rabbit. Other investigators of cat -0 and rabbit " red nucleus have also
noted the difficulties in delimiting magnoceltular a and parvocellular regions, and Holstege and Tan 'o have
suggested that the red nucleus should be subdivided based upon the projections of the cells as an alternative
to the classical magnocellular and parvocellular divisions.
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BASELINE FIRING
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Fi.3 . 2. Frequency distribution of baseline firing rates for all red nucleus units, measured from the pre-CS period.
Solid bars represent units that (a) exhibited CR-locked firing that (b) preceded the behavior and (c) had

IDOM I > 25 (these units are referred to as the 'select subpopulation.') Striped bars are units that are not in the
select subpopulation. For example, at the 5 spikes/s midpoint, there are 14 units comprised of 5 select-subpopu-

lation and 9 non-select-subpopulation units.

interested in cells that may have a direct causal role in the generation of the CR, we
defined a select subpopulation of units that had the following characteristics: (a) the unit
had a CR-locked change in firing, (b) the change consistently preceded the onset of the
CR, and (c) the absolute value of the DOM of the change was greater than or equal to 25
spikes/s (i.e., I DOM I > 25). * A total of 28 units comprised the se!, ct subpopulation.

The frequency distribution of baseline firing rates for all units (rates measured from
the pre-CS period) is illustrated in Figure 2. In this and subsequent figures, the height of a
solid black bar represents the number of units from the select subpopulation. The height
of a striped bar rer resents the total number of units, including the number in the select
subpopulation. (As an example, the figure indicates that a total of 14 units had a baseline
firing rate of approximately 5 spikes/s. Five of these units belonged to the select
subpopulation.) The mean baseline firing rate was 26.8 spikes/s (median = 20.8, SD =
23.3). The figure shows that for both the general population and the select subpopulation.
a considerable number of units had almost no baseline activity. These units were detected
during the gradual descent of the electrode through the red nucleus by virtue of the units'
responses to the CS, US, or CR. Units of the select subpopulation fired at a mean
baseline rate of 18.3 spikes/s (median = 12.2, SD = 19.2). Units not in the select sub-
population fired at a faster rate of 29.2 spikes/s (median = 21.6, SD = 23.9). The
difference in median rates is statistically significant (Mann-Whitney U(28. 97) = 940,
P < 0.05, two-tailed).

• Absolute value is specified to include units that exhibited a decrease in firing rate. For such units, a
DOM < - 25 spikes/s would put them in the select subpopulation. None of the relatively few units that
showed CR-locked decreases in firing met this criterion. The value of 25 spikes/s was selected because of the
ease in which a DOM of this magnitude or greater could be recognized by visual inspection of raster plots.
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Fig. 4. Frequency histograms for CS-locked changes in firing. For all graphs, solid bars represent select
subpopulation units. (A) Frequency distribution of response latencies for CS-locked changes in firing. The s-axis
represents time in ms measured from CS onset. Both CR-dependent and non-CR-dependent responses are
represented. (B) Depth of modulation (DOM) frequency distribution for all CS-locked changes in firing. Both

CR-dependent and non-CR-dependent responses are represented. The x-axis depicts DOM in spikes/s: positive

numbers represent an increase in firing relative to baseline and negative numbers represent a decrease. (C)

Frequency distribution of increases in I DOM[ on CR trials relative to non-CR trials for all CR-dependent

CS-locked changes in firing. (D) Frequency distribution of durations of CS-locked changes in firing.

4t-Fig. 3. Raster plots of CS-locked changes in firing. Each row represents a different unit. Calibration marker

represents 100 ms (x-axis) and 100 spikes/s (y-axis) for all graphs. (A) and (B) CS+ peri-stimulus plot and

CS - peri-stimulus plot, respectively, for a unit that exhibited a CR-dependent CS-lIocked change in firing. For
these and subsequent peri-stimulus graphs. the frequency of the CS (1200 or 600 Hz) and whether or not it was

paired with the US ( + or - ) appears at the top of the graph. The onset of the CS and US are indicated by
vertical lines (for CS - the second vertical line represents CS offset). The onset of CS-locked firing is indicated

by the arrow in (B). The firing is CR-dependent because the CS-locked firing is faster on CR trials than on

no-CR trials (compare CR spikes with no-CR spikes). (C) and (D). CS+ and CS- peri-stimulus plots.
respectively, for a unit that exhibited a non-CR-dependent CS-locked change in firing. (E) and (F) CS-
peri-stimulus plot and peni-response plot, respectively, for a cell that exhibited a CR-dependent CS-locked
change in firing followed by a CR-locked change in firing. The two changes are labelled in (E). For the graph in

(F) and all subsequent peni-response plots. NM responses and spikes are depicted for CR trials only: NM
responses and spike activity are shifted so that CR onset times are aligned. Note in (F) that increase in firing

appears to the right of the CR onset line and, thus, the CR-locked firing lags the NM movement.

8 4 i
I7
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CS-locked changes in firing
A total of 55 units (44.0%) exhibited a change in firing that was time-locked to the CS

onset. In 33 of these units, this was the only change in firing that occurred in the CS
period. For example, the unit depicted in Figure 3A and B, and the unit in Figure _ _ and

D exhibited a CS-locked change in firing, but did not show a subsequent CR-locked
change in firing. In 22 units, the CS-locked change preceded a second CR-locked change.
An example of a unit a that exhibited CS-locked followed by CR-locked firing is depicted

in Figure 3E and F.
Figure 4A illustrates the latency distribution of the CS-locked changes. The mean

latency of the total distribution of units was 42.1 ms (median = 38.0 ms, SD = 25.4 ms).
The latencies for the select subpopulation were not significantly different from those of
the rest of the units (Mann-Whitney U(l1, 44) = 150, P > 0.05, two-tailed).

For 39 of the 55 units that had a CS-locked change in firing, the rate of firing was the
same regardless of whether or not a CR occurred. These units are referred to as
non-CR-dependent CS-locked units. However, in 16 units, the DOM was greater when a
CR occurred than when no CR was present, and these units are referred to as CR-depen-
dent CS-locked units. The CS-locked firing for the unit depicted in panels A and B of
Figure 3 was CR-dependent. This can be seen by comparing the CR spikes and the
no-CR spikes during the CS period. As measured by cusums, the average firing rate on
CR trials was 35 spikes/s greater than the rate on no-CR trials for this unit. The unit
depicted in panel E also exhibited CR-dependent CS-locked firing. The CS-locked firing
rate on CR trials was 15 spikes/s greater than the rate on no-CR trials. The CS-locked
firing for the unit depicted in Figure 3C and D is non-CR-dependent. The median latency
of CR-dependent CS-locked changes (53.0 ms) was slightly but significantly greater
(Mann-Whitney U(16, 39) = 188, P < 0.05, two-tailed) than that of non-CR-dependent
CS-locked changes (32.0 ms).

Figure 4B illustrates the distribution of DOM for the CS-locked changes. As in panel
A of the figure, both non-CR-dependent and CR-dependent changes are combined. For
the CR-dependent CS-locked changes, the DOM during CR trials are represented in the
histogram. Negative numbers along the x-axis represent decreases in firing relative to
baseline whereas positive numbers represent increases. The figure shows that for most
units, CS-locked responses consisted of an increase in firing rate. The overall mean
I DOM I is 29.4 spikes/s (median = 26.0, SD = 18.5). The DOM distributions for CR-de-
pendent and non-CR-dependent changes are not significantly different (Mann-Whitney
U(16, 39) = 240, P > 0.05, two-tailed). There was also no significant difference between
DOM for the select subpopulation and DOM for the rest of the units (Mann-Whitney
U( 1, 44) = 234, P > 0.05, two-tailed).

Panel C of Figure 4 illustrates, for all CR-dependent CS-locked changes, the distribu-
tion of increases in IDOM I on CR trials compared to no-CR trials (i.e., IDOM I CR- I
DOM I oCR appears on the x-axis). The mean of this distribution is 17.2 spikes/s

(median = 15.0, SD = 7.5). That is, if a CR occurred on a trial, the CS-locked change in
firing was, on average, 17.2 ms greater than it was if no CR occurred. Select subpopula-
tion units did not differ significantly from non-select units (Mann-Whitney U(4, 12) = 9,
P > 0.05, two-tailed).

Panel D of Figure 4 illustrates the distribution of durations for CS-locked changes. The

mean of this distribution is 181.9 ms (median = 172.0, SD = 129.1). The median duration
for select subpopulation units (111.0 ms) is significantly less than that of the remaining
units (215.0 ms) (Mann-Whitney U(l1, 44) = 129. P < 0.05, two-tailed test). In addition,

CR-dependent changes, with a median duration of 259.5 ms, were significantly longer
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Fig. 5. Raster plots of CR-locked changes in firing. As in Fig. 3, each row represents a different unit. Calibration
marker represents 100 ms (x-axis) and 100 spikes/s (y-axis) for all graphs. (A)-(C) CS + peri-stimulus plot.
CS- peri-stimulus plot, and peri-response plot, respectively, for a unit that exhibited a non-CR-dependent
CS-locked change in firing followed by a CR-locked change in firing. In panels (B) and (C). CS-locked and
CR-locked changes in firing are labelled. Note that in the pei-stimulus graph (B), onset of CS-locked firing
occurs at relatively constant latency after CS onset and that onset of CR-locked firing is seen to shift as CR
onset latency shifts. In the peri-response graph (C). CS-locked firing is shifted and CR-locked firing occurs at a
relatively constant time prior to CR onset. (D)-(F) CS+ peri-stimulus plot. CS- peri-stimulus plot. and

peri-response plot, respectively, for a unit that exhibited CR-locked, but not CS-locked, changes in firing.

than non-CR-dependent changes, which had a median duration of 125.0 ms (Mann-Whit-
ney U(16, 39) = 192, P < 0.05, two-tailed test).

CR-locked changes in firing
A total of 59 units (47.2%) exhibited a change in firing that was time-locked to the CR

onset. For 22 units, the CR-locked change was preceded by a CS-locked change. For 37 of
these units, a single CR-locked change was the only change that occurred in the CS
period. For example, panels A-C of Figure 5 illustrate a unit that exhibited a non-CR-de-
pendent CS-locked change in firing that was followed by a CR-locked change. Panels D-F
of the figure illustrate a unit that displayed only CR-locked firing.

Figure 6A illustrates the DOM distribution for all CR-locked changes. The figure
reveals that most CR-locked responses consisted of an increase in firing rate. The mean
JDOM I for the distribution is 38.1 spikes/s (median = 30.0. SD = 26.5).

Panel B of Figure 6 illustrates the distribution of lead times for all CR-locked changes.
The x-axis represents the CR onset time (in ms) subtracted from the onset time of the
change in firing, and, thus, negative numbers represent neural responses that lead the CR.
The mean of this distribution is - 35.8 ms (median = - 33.0, SD = 49.7).
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Fig. 6. Frequency histograms for CR-locked changes in firing. For all graphs, solid bars represent select
subpopulation units. (A) Depth of modulation (DOM) frequency distribution for all CR-locked changes in
fiing. The x-axis represents DOM in spikes/s; positive numbers represent an increase in firing relative to
baseline and negative numbers represent a decrease. (B) Frequency distribution of lead or lag times for all
CR-locked changes in firing. The x-axis represents the time (ms) by which the onset of the CR-locked change

preceded (negative numbers) or occurred after (positive numbers) the CR onset.

US-evoked responses
A total of 89 units (71.2%) responded to the US. The main types of responses that

these units displayed were as follows: (a) 52 units (58%) exhibited an increase in firing to
the US that lasted 20-200 ms and had DOM of 50-150 spikes/s. Panel A of Figure 7
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Fig. 7. US-evoked responses for 3 different units. Each graph is a CS+ peri-stimulus plot, and calibration
marker represents 100 ms (x-axis) and 100 spikes/s (y-axis) for all graphs. (A) A unit that exhibited a
CR-dependent US response. Note that the US response (indicated by arrow) was of greater duration on no-CR
than on CR trials. (B) A unit that exhibited a long-lasting increase in firing to the US. (C) A unit that exhibited

alternating increases and decreases in firing in response to the US.
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Fig. 8. Frequency distribution of response latencies for US-evoked changes in firing. The x-axis represents time
in ms measured from US onset. Solid bars represent select subpopulation units. Four latencies ranging from

48-110 ms are not included in the figure.

illustrates an example of such a unit. (b) 23 units (26%) exhibited an increase in firing that
lasted approximately 400 ms or more and bad DOM of 40-60 spikes/s. An example of
this type of US response is illustrated in panel B of Figure 7. (c) 14 units (16%) exhibited
decreases in firing, or, more commonly, both increases and decreases in firing. Panel C of
Figure 7 illustrates a unit that responds to the US with alternating increases and decreases
in firing.

Figure 8 illustrates the distribution of onset latencies of US responses. Select and
non-select subpopulations were not significantly different (Mann-Whitney U(22, 67) =

650. P > 0.05). The mean of the distribution is 14.3 ms (median = 10.2. SD = 14.7). The
skewness of this distribution and the large standard deviation are attributable to 4
extreme values that ranged from 48-110 ms (these values do not appear in Fig. 8). If
these data are not included, the mean US latency is 11.6 ms + 6.0 ms SD. Because it takes
about 9 ms for the eyeball to begin retraction after the US 5, the latencies of most of the
US-evoked responses represented in Figure 8 were probably too short to be propriocep-
tive feedback from the UR. However, some of the late US responses may reflect feedback
from the UR.

CR-dependent US responses
Because recordings were conducted before rabbits learned to completely differentiate

CS + from CS -, rabbits failed to make CRs on some CS + trials. Ten units exhibited a
more intense and/or longer US response on CS + trials when the rabbit failed to make a
CR than when the animal did make a CR. The mean difference in firing rate during the
first 50 ms of the US-evoked response on no-CR trials versus CR trials was 92.9 spikes/s
(median = 69.1 SD = 60.3),

Panel A of Figure 7 illustrates a CR-dependent US response. Note in the graph that
there are no CRs for the bottom 5 trials, and that the neuronal response to the US on
these trials (indicated by arrow) is longer in duration than on CR trials. Another example
of a CR-dependent US response can be seen in Figure 5D.
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Fig. 9. Anatomical distribution of recording sites. with the units of the select subpopulation represented by
asterisk symbols. Units that were not in the select subpopulation are depicted as follows. Open circles represent
units with no apparent CR-related activity. Open squares represent units %%ith CR-dependent CS-Iocked firing.
Solid .squares represent units with CR-Iocked firing. including units that had an initial non-CR-dependent
CS-Iocked response followed by a CR-Iocked response. The figure depicts coronal sections through the
brainstern with numbers in the bottom fight comer of each panel indicating the distance in mm rostral to the
posterior pole of the red nucleus. Magnocellular (tuRN) and parvocellular (pRN) regions of red nucleus are

denoted according to Gerhard2.

Recording sites
Figure 9, which depicts coronal sections through the midbrain illustrates the recording

sites for the units reported in this study. Recordings were made from the caudal
two-thirds of the red nucleus. The numbers in the bottom right corner of each panel
indicate the distance in mm rostral to the posterior pole of the red nucleus. Magnocellular
and parvocellular borders d based upon Gerhard's 21 rabbit atlas, are included, and are

labelled tuRN and pRN, respectively. in the 0.50 mm section.
In Figure 9 asterisks ( * ) depict units of the select subpopulation. It can be seen in this

figure that several of the select subpopulation units were recorded from dorsal aspects of
the magnocellular division. These units were located in what has been described as a 'face

area' in cat red nucleus ". However, other select subpopulation units were lateral or
ventral to the face area. The units that were not in the select subpopulation are depicted
in Figure 9 as follows: (a) units that did not exhibit any CR-related firing (i.e., neither
CR-locked firing nor CR-dependent CS-locked firing) are depicted as open circles;
(b) units that displayed CR-dependent CS-locked firing are depicted as open squares;
(c) units that displayed a non-CR-dependent CS-locked change followed by a CR-locked
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change, or a CR-locked change alone, are depicted as filled squares. There is considerable
overlap in the anatomical distribution of the types of units.

DISCUSSION

The results of this experiment can be summarized as follows:

(1) 89% of the units (111 units) exhibited at least one change in firing in either the CS
period, the US period, or in both periods. Both CS-locked and CR-locked changes in the
CS period were observed.
(2) CS-locked changes typically occurred 20-50 ms after CS onset and consisted of an
increase in firing of 10-30 spikes/s above baseline.
(3) About one-third of all CS-locked changes were CR-dependent. For these responses,
the firing rate was typically 15 spikes/s faster on CR trials than on no-CR trials.
(4) CR-locked changes typically consisted of a 20-40 spikes/s increase in firing rate
above baseline. The lead time of the neuronal burst relative to CR onset varied
considerably across units, with typical values of 0-60 ms.
(5) Overall, 54% of the units (67 units) exhibited some form of CR-related change(s) in
firing during the CS period. The breakdown of these 67 units is as follows: 55% (37 units)
had a CR-locked change. 12% (8 units) had a CS-locked CR-dependent change, 12%
(8 units) showed a CS-locked CR-dependent change followed by a CR-locked change,
and 21% (14 units) showed a CS-locked non-CR-dependent change followed by a CR-
locked change.
(6) Neuronal responses to the US typically consisted of short bursts (20-200 ms) of
increased firing. However, some units exhibited longer-lasting increases in firing, and
other units exhibited alternating increases and decreases in firing. Onset latencies of
US-evoked responses were approximately 8-12 ms.
(7) Some of the US-evoked responses were CR-dependent. This dependency consisted of
a greater response when the CR was absent than when it was present.

Our findings of CR-locked unit activity in the red nucleus are consistent with the
hypothesis that the red nucleus participates with the cerebellum to influence or control
CR expression. The fact that CR-related firing --,tterns have been reported for deep
cerebellar nuclear cells . and that the deep nuclear cells are a major source of afferents
to the red nucleus, suggests the possibility that the red nucleus may relay CR information
originating from deep cerebellar nuclei or cerebellar cortex. However, given the feedback
loop organization of cerebellar-brainstem circuitry, it is difficult to ascertain where
conditioning originates, or to rule out the possibility that conditioning occurs simulta-
neously in several sites.

The presence of both CS-locked and CR-locked changes in firing in the red nucleus is
similar to sensory and motor components of unit activity found in the motor cortex
Houk 12 has proposed a cooperative control model of movement that accounts for the
two response components. In this model, the red nucleus not only participates in a
positive feedback loop with lateral reticular nucleus and deep cerebellar nuclei, but also
receives sensory input that serves to trigger movement. Under this model, triggering
input, which could be either a copy of motor cortical activity or could come directly from
sensory sources, would evoke CS-locked firing. The triggering input initiates positive
feedback within the loop that ultimately grows into a motor response. Participation in this
positive feedback loop results in CR-locked changes in firing.
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Houk's model can account for the different combinations of CS-locked and CR-locked
unit activity observed in the red nucleus. Some red nucleus cells may not receive the
triggering input, but may still be recruited through divergence in the feedback loop. Such
cells would exhibit CR-locked firing, but not CS-locked firing. Alternatively, a red
nucleus cell may receive the trigger and exhibit a CS-locked response, but may not
participate in the feedback loop and, thus, would not exhibit a CR-locked response.
CR-dependent CS-locked activity can be explained by noting that relatively strong
CS-locked firing might easily recruit feedback loop activity and, hence, generate a CR. In
contrast. if the CS-locked change is weak, successful recruitment may be relatively
unlikely. The strength or weakness of the triggering input may be modifiable through
synaptic plasticity.

Under this model. CRs would be generated by rubrobulbar projections to the con-
tralateral brainstem. There are 3 possible routes by which these projections could elicit
NM movement. The first is by projecting to the accessory abducens nucleus (AAN).
which contains the motoneurons principally involved in the NM response 23.1 . In cats,
stimulation of the red nucleus produces EPSPs in contralateral AAN neurons at mono-
synaptic latencies 26 Holstege and Tan "' report that with autoradiographical tracing
methods in cats, projections are observed from the dorsomedial portion of the caudal red
nucleus to the AAN. Projections close to AAN. but not to AAN itself, have been
observed in HRP experiments using cats " and rabbits (Rosenfield and Moore, rersonal
communication). However, due to the large dendritic fields of AAN neurons _-_D8 these
nearby projections could directly affect AAN neurons.

A second route by which the red nucleus could generate CRs is by projections to the
contralateral facial nucleus. In particular. the intermediate subnucleus of the facial
nucleus innervates muscles surrounding the eye and controls eyeblink ".31. Eveblink and
NM movement are highly correlated 4i which is perhaps attributable to the overlapping
dendritic fields of AAN and the facial nucleus neurons 27. Red nucleus projections to the
facial nucleus have been observed in rabbits ,45 as well as in cats '-15.30,3.53 and other
species. Dorsal portions of the red nucleus appear to terminate heavily in the intermediate
facial subnucleus (3) 53. Consistent with these anatomical data. intermediate facial nucleus
neurons respond with EPSPs at monosynaptic latencies to red nucleus stimulation ". Our
recording sites are consistent with a red nucleus-facial nucleus route for generating CRs.
As observed in Figure 9, many CR-related units were found in dorsal apsects of the red
nucleus.

A third %y that the red nucleus could generate NM/eyeblink output is by projections
to trigeminal subnucleus oralis (SpoV). These projections have been described for cats
and observed in rabbits (Rosenfield and Moore, unpublished data). Richards, Ricciardi,
and Moore 52 found CR-related increases in firing in 5 of 20 units that were recorded in
SpoV. two of which preceded the CR onset. A larger proportion of CR-related firing (12
of 26 units) was observed in the adjacent parvocellular reticular formation. Interestingly,
Davis and Dostrovsky ' reported that stimulation of the contralateral red nucleus in cats
inhibited somatosensory responses in 64 out of 73 SpoV neurons and excited only 6 cells.
Thus, although the data of Richards et al. 52 suggest that some SPOV cells may participate
in CR generation, the Davis and Dostrovsky ' results imply that the red nucleus-SpoV
projection may also function to reduce responsiveness of SpoV to the US when CR-re-
lated red nucleus firing occurs. Such an effect might explain the CR-dependent US
responses observed in some red nucleus units (see Fig. 7A).

As an alternative explanation for CR-dependent US responses. SpoV cells could
project to red nucleus intrinsic inhibitory intemneurons. If these interneurons fired in
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response to movement-generated peripheral sensations, they would (a) decrease the firing
of rubrobulbar neurons and thereby terminate the motor response, and (b) decrease the
sensitivity of rubrobulbar neurons to an excitatory US input. SpoV-mediated inhibition of
rubrobulbar neurons could account for the shortening of the CR duration that is observed
when the US occurs '. Thus, some of the CR-lagging activity observed in the present
study (see Fig. 6B) may be derived from inhibitory interneurons. A simuilar conclusion was
reached by Otero and Lamas 49, who recorded red nucleus activity during forelimb
extension movements in cats. They recorded movement-related increases in red nucleus
firing in 40 of 81 cells; most of these cells increased firing after EMG onset of muscle
responses. The red nucleus neurons were also tested for response to dentate/interpositus
stimulation, and it was observed that the only red nucleus cells that responded to
stimulation were the cells that did not exhibit movement-related activity. Because the only
red nucleus cells that do not receive dentate/interpositus input are the inhibitory
neurons, these neurons were thought to be the likely sources of the movement-related
firing.

About two-thirds of our red nucleus units responded to the US. It is interesting to note
that the shortest US response latencies in the red nucleus were less than the 5.5-ms
minimum US response latency observed in the cerebellar nuclei 5. In addition, the mean
US response latency for cerebellar nuclear units is 14.5 ms + 8.1 ms SD (range 9-34
ms) 5. This value is nearly identical to the 14.3-ms mean latency observed for red nucleus
units. * If red nucleus US responses were derived exclusively from deep nuclear cells, one
would expect the mean red nucleus latency to be greater than that of the deep nuclear
cells. A similar observation was made by Eccles et al. ", who reported that the red
nucleus latency distribution to stimulation of forelimb nerves was not shifted relative to
nucleus interpositus latencies. Thus, our US latency results are consistent with the
hypothesis that there are extracerebellar sensory projections to the red nucleus ".

The CR-dependent US responses are of some theoretical interest, because these
responses can be viewed as error-signals, reflecting the discrepancy between a teaching
input (the US) and the current output of the system (the CR). Such error signals are at the
core of many computational models of learning 5. Our observations of large US re-
sponses when the CR was absent can be interpreted as a large discrepancy between the
US signal and the system's output. In contrast, when a CR was present. the US response
was smaller, reflecting a small error signal.

The CS-locked CR-dependent responses observed in this study are similar to those
reported elsewhere. For example, Amalric et al. ' and Schmied et al. " recorded red
nucleus unit activity from cats that were trained to perform a forelimb flexion. An
auditory CS was used to elicit the flexion response, and the response was rewarded if it
occurred within 600 ms after the CS. These investigators observed CS-locked increases in
firing rate at latencies of 40.8 ms ± 12 ms SD. which closely corresponds to the latencies
observed in the present study (mean = 42.1 ms. median = 38.0 ms, SD = 25.4 ms). These
CS-locked responses did not occur when the cat failed to make a flexion response. Most
of their units also displayed a secondary response-locked increase in firing. In contrast to
the results of Amairic et al. I, about half of our CR-related units exhibited CR-locked
responses but no CS-locked changes.

* In fact, if the 4 outlier US-response latencies for red nucleus units are excluded (see Results), the mean US
response latency is 11.6±6.0 ins. which is significantly less than the latency for deep nuclear units
(060) - - 2.55, P < 0.05. two-tailed test).
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In summary, our results support the notion that the red nucleus is involved in the
conditioned NM response, and the firing changes observed are consistent with Houk's '2

cooperative control model. However, questions remain as to how fine control could be
exerted on the red nucleus-cerebellar nuclei positive feedback loop. Such control would
be required to achieve the well-defined timing properties of CRs 25. For example, CR
onset is inhibited during the early portion of the CS-US interval, but emerges prior to US
onset and peaks in amplitude at the time of US occurrence. Changes in the CS-US
interval produce corresponding changes in the time course of the CR. Because of these
temporal propertic., we have suggested that adaptive timing mechanisms must be in-
volved in the development of CRs 2 and we have hypothesized that such a mechanism
could regulate the timing of Purkinje cell inhibition of deep cerebellar nuclei '7. Such
regulation applied to the cerebellar-brainstem feedback loop would permit fine control of
the time course of CRs.
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